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A tested and proven formula to help you achieve
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Step 1: The Preparation Checklist

Welcome to day 1 of the Financial Automation Blueprint. What if you could have everything that
you needed and more? What if you did not have to worry about doing what you love today, and
building for the future. #

#

Today, so many people are struggling with their finances that it can seem like there is no hope in
sight. Financial stress and worry has become so commonplace that it is hard to see beyond it.
But there is a way out. Creating a financial system is your answer to living the life and creating
the future you want. In this blueprint you will get a glimpse into how to automate your financial
life so that your money can work for you. #

#
#
#
Here is your 7 day agenda:#
#
Step 1: Preparation checklist!
#
Step 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth#
#
Step 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income#
#
Step 4: Four Financial Action Areas#
#
Step 5: Understanding and Setting up Purpose Accounts#
#
Step 6: A Step-by-Step Guide to Financial Automaton#
#
Step 7: Creating a Comprehensive Strategy#
#

Creating momentum is the easy part. Keeping it going is where the hard part comes in. If at any
point you need guidance please email syfsupport@startyoungfinancial.com.#

#
#
#
#
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Step 1: The Preparation Checklist

This checklist will help you identify important documentation needed to help you successfully
complete the daily assignments. Please try your best to locate every single document and avoid
the urge to write down answers based on memory. Overall, you will be collecting account
balances, monthly payments, outstanding balances, due dates, interest rates, and more. #
#
General
Check once you have it X if N/A!
Bank statements from the last 3 months (print)#
Credit card statement from the last 3 months (print)#
4 different color highlighters#
1 pen or pencil#
Taxes Summary from the last 2 years#
Account Balances and Statements!
Checking #
Savings#
Money Market Account#
CDs#
Other#
Investment Account Balances and Statements!
401K#
IRAs#
TSPs#
Other#
Bill Payments and Statements!
Rent#
Utilities#
Cell Phone#
Cable#
Internet#
Other#
Debt Payments and Statements!
Credit Cards#
Student Loans#
Mortgages#
Car loans#

#
#

Note: You can also create a mint.com account to track spending trends instead of printing out
bank statements. This is recommended. !

#
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#
#
#
2.
#

Step 1: The Preparation Checklist
Organize all of the financial websites you use by creating a specific bookmark tab:#

Write down all of your usernames and passwords and keep them in a safe location.#

3. Set up a mint.com account to have your spending plan, debt repayment plan, and account
information all in one spot. #

#
#
#
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Step 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth
#
#
#
#
Today, we are going to take inventory of your financial accounts. #
#
Your financial accounts are the delivery mechanism of your financial plan. As we organize your
financial accounts and ensure that each account has a specific purpose, we can consolidate,
add, or repurpose accounts according to your financial needs. #

#

What you will need:#
- All account balances#
- All outstanding balances#
- Monthly minimum payments#
- Interest rates#

#
Here is where we are:#
#
Day 1: Preparation checklist#
#
Day 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth#
#
Day 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income#
#
Day 4: Four Financial Action Areas#
#
Day 5: Understanding and Setting up Purpose Accounts#
#
Day 6: A Step-by-Step guide to Financial Automaton#
#
Day 7: Completion Checklist#
#
#
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Step 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth

#
Below, please complete the chart with the requested information. Every account should have a
specific purpose. For example, you may have one savings account for your emergency fund
and another account for travel. Also, you may have one checking account as your main
spending account and another as your personal spending account. !

#

Account

Purpose

Balance
(outstanding)

Institution

Annual Interest
rate

Savings 1
Savings 2
Savings 3
Checking 1
Checking 2
Checking 3
Investment 1
Investment 2
Investment 3
Credit Card 1

(

)

Credit Card 2

(

)

Credit Card 3

(

)

Loan 1

(

)

Loan 2

(

)

Loan 3

(

)

Net worth

#
Note: All debt accounts are negative (in parenthesis) and should be subtracted to determine
total net worth. Also, for debt accounts the account (outstanding) balance refers to the total
amount still owed. Also, calculate this manually as mint.com may not include everything. !

#
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Step 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income

Today, we are going to take a look into your spending habits and find out the truth about where
your money goes. No matter how noble your financial goals are on paper, your bank statements
will give us real insight into what you are prioritizing in your life. Once we get a grip on the reality
of your spending, we can make realistic adjustments to align your actions with your goals. #

#

What you will need:#
- 3 previous months worth of bank statements (or use mint.com)#
- 3 previous months worth of credit card statements (or use mint.com)#
- Bill statements (with due dates)#
- Minimum monthly debt payments (with due dates, outstanding balances, and interest rates)#

#

Directions:#
Step 1: Use highlighters to highlight expenses, bills, and debts for the last 3 months. #
Step 2: Use this information to determine averages for your spending plan.#
Step 3: Identify areas where you want to make changes#

#

Note:#
Expense= Outflow with no due date or outstanding balance#
Bill= Outflow with due date but no outstanding balance#
Monthly Debt: Outflow with due date and outstanding balance#

#
Please categorize accordingly.!
#
Here is where we are:#
#
Day 1: Preparation checklist#
#
Day 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth#
#
Day 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income!
#
Day 4: Four Financial Action Areas#
#
Day 5: Understanding and Setting up Purpose Accounts#
#
Day 6: A Step-by-Step guide to Financial Automaton#
#
Day 7: Completion Checklist#
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#

Step 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income

#
Here is an example of how you will highlight your bank statement:#
Expenses

Bills

Debt

#
#

#
#
#
On the back of the statement, manually add up each category using a calculator. #

#
# Expenses: $3,608.00#
# #
# Bills: $185.00#
# #
# Debt: $0.00
#
#

Largest Expenses: #
Gas: $864.00#
Giston Food: $796.00#
onlinefood.com: $742.00

Largest Bills: #
Bank Charges: $62.00#
Electricity: $53.00

There are a few things you should look out for on your bank statement. For example, if you are
frequently taking out cash, do some investigating to figure out what you are doing with that
money. Also, take a look at financial transfers to make sure they are accounted for correctly. It is
easy to start overlooking and double counting. If a transfer is going to a credit card, it counts as
a debt. If it going toward savings it will be accounted for in the purposeful allocation plan as
uncommitted income. You will learn more on that later. #

#

Once you outline each category for every single month, take some time to look at your largest
financial outlays. Where is the majority of your financial resources going? Are these needs or
wants? What are some areas you can cut back in? What are some areas you should add to?
We will use this information to create a thorough and thoughtful spending plan.
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Step 3: Monthly Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income
#
Total Take Home Income: $ _____________

#
General Monthly Expenses: !
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
Monthly Bill Payments!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Uncommitted Income: $ ______________#
= Income - (Expenses + Bills + Debt)

Expense

Amount

1. _________________

$ __________________ 7. _________________

$ __________________

2. _________________

$ __________________ 8. _________________

$ __________________

3. _________________

$ __________________ 9. _________________

$ __________________

4. _________________

$ __________________ 10. ________________

$ __________________

5. _________________

$ __________________ 11. ________________

$ __________________

6. _________________

$ __________________ 12. ________________

$ __________________

Bill

Amount

Expense

Amount

Total: $__________

Due Date

Bill

Amount

Due Date

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

7. _____________

$ ________

_______

2. _____________

$ ________

_______

8. _____________

$ ________

_______

3. _____________

$ ________

_______

9. _____________

$ ________

_______

4. _____________

$ ________

_______

10. ____________

$ ________

_______

5. _____________

$ ________

_______

11. ____________

$ ________

_______

6. _____________

$ ________

_______

12. ____________

$ ________

_______

Total: $__________

Debts
Debt

Amount

Due Date

Debt

Amount

Due Date

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

7. _____________

$ ________

_______

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

8. _____________

$ ________

_______

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

9. _____________

$ ________

_______

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

10. ____________

$ ________

_______

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

11. ____________

$ ________

_______

1. _____________

$ ________

_______

12. ____________

$ ________

_______

Total: $__________
9
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Step 4: Four Financial Action Areas

Today, we are going to calculate your uncommitted income (you’ll learn more about that in a
second) and determine how you would like to productively use the part of your income that is
not earmarked for expenses, bills, or debt payments. If you get a positive number, this is your
opportunity to consider how you can use these resources to build assets, reduce liabilities, and
create true fulfillment in life through our four action areas. If your number is negative, you will
have to increase income, reduce liabilities, or both before moving on to the other steps. #

#

If your number is positive I recommend reaching out to a member of allocation team to help you
determine an income allocation strategy that will maximize your financial potential. #

#

If your number is negative please send an email to syfsupport@startyoungfinancial.com to set
up an emergency financial intervention and strategy session. #

#

What you will need:#
- Total Income#
- Total Expenses#
- Total Bills#
- Total Monthly Debt #
- Financial goals, values, and priorities #

#
#
Here is where we are:#
#
Day 1: Preparation checklist#
#
Day 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth#
#
Day 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income#
#
Day 4: Four Financial Action Areas!
#
Day 5: Understanding and Setting up Purpose Accounts#
#
Day 6: A Step-by-Step guide to Financial Automaton#
#
Day 7: Completion Checklist#
#
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Step 4: Four Financial Action Areas and Purpose Allocation
!
If you did not calculate your uncommitted income yesterday, we will take a few minutes to do
that now. Take your total income and subtract out the totals for expenses, bills, and monthly
debt payments. Make sure that you have thoroughly looked over your bank statements so that
you do not leave out any financial outflows. We need this number to be accurate.#

#
#
#
#
#

Uncommitted Income: !
$ _______________

Now that you know your uncommitted income, the million dollar question is what to do with it.
Start Young Financial uses the four financial action areas to determine the best allocation
strategy for your uncommitted income.#

#
#
#
For your fast action review…#
#

Four Financial Action Areas

1. Build Your Emergency Fund. Hone in on the $500, $1K, and $3K benchmarks to help you
stay focused. This should usually be done first and foremost.#

#

2. Save for the future. Whether you are saving for a car, a wedding, or anything in between,
save to protect against pulling from your emergency fund or investments in the future. #

#

3. Demolish Your Debt by focusing on a plan that is rooted in strategy instead of emotion. It
can be difficult to make sound decisions when burdened by debt. #

#

4. Invest in your 401K and IRA. If your company matches, start investing in their retirement
options ASAP. Once you invest up to the company match consider opening an IRA.#

#

These four action areas are not intended to be executed in a stair step model with one being
completed before moving to the other. Building your emergency fund is the only required step
that should be completed before moving on to anything else. After that, you are free to allocate
resources in accordance with your priorities. Your financial allocation typically requires a delicate
juggling act of managing multiple goals at once. Due to the limited nature of your Uncommitted
Income and what I’m sure is the limitless nature of your financial goals, you may need to pick up
some goals for a quarter, and then put them down again in order to spread the wealth.#

#
#
#
#
#
#

See Appendix A for a much more detailed account of the four financial action areas.!
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Step 4: Four Financial Action Areas and Purpose Allocation

The four financial action areas represent Start Young Financial’s gold standard when it comes to
income allocation. However, there is sometimes more to the equation than what meets the eye.
Fo example, our formula does not take into account your priorities or financial obligations that
also should be accounted for. Ultimately, the four action areas offers you a solid framework to
get started on the road to financial productivity. But you must fuse this with your own goals,
values, priorities, and obligations to create an all encompassing plan for your uncommitted
income. #
#
Below is your opportunity to create your purposeful productivity plan. #

#
#
#
#

Category

Purposeful Allocation
Specific Purpose

Finncial Allocation

Emergency Fund

$

Savings Goal 1

$

Savings Goal 2

$

Debt Goal 1

$

Debt Goal 2

$

Investments 1

$

Investments 2

$

Other 1

$

Other 2

$

Total

$

#
#

Total should be equal to uncommitted income. You cannot allocate more to your goals than what
is available. If you want to allocate more resources to the categories above, you will need to
reduce expenses or increase income in order to incase uncommitted income.
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7 Step to Freedom

Step 5: Setting up Financial Accounts

Today, we are getting into the heavy lifting of financial automation. Today, we will be taking a
look at the work that you have done for the past 4 days and determine what accounts you need
to add, consolidate, or repurpose. #

#

This section is pretty dense but take everything one step at a time and everything will work out
perfectly. #

#
#
What you will need:#
#
Come prepared with information from the previous days. Especially day 2. #
#
#
Here is where we are:#
#
Day 1: Preparation checklist#
#
Day 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth#
#
Day 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income#
#
Day 4: Four Financial Action Areas#
#
Day 5: Understanding and Setting up Purpose Accounts!
#
Day 6: A Step-by-Step guide to Financial Automaton#
#
Day 7: Completion Checklist
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Step 5: Setting up Financial Accounts
#

#

Start Young Financial recognizes 7 specific accounts (or buckets of accounts) that every young
adult should have.#

#

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Main checking account#
Personal checking/prepaid/cash #
Emergency Fund#
Purposeful savings accounts (Bucket)#
Credit/Debt accounts (Bucket)#
Retirement Investments (Bucket)#
General Investments (Bucket)#

#
#
Defining the Purpose of Each Account
#
Circle the accounts you need. Make a note if you will need to open a new account.#
#

1. Main Spending Account (MSA):
This is typically where all of the magic happens. Most of your income will be channeled into
this checking account in order to be allocated to the appropriate accounts based on your
spending plan and your UI goals. This account maps on to the bills and monthly debt portion
of your budget.#

#

2. Personal Spending Account (PSA):
Your Personal Spending Account can be an additional checking account, prepaid card, or
even cash if you feel so inclined. This is money that is available for your spending pleasure
and typically directly relates to the general expenses portion of your budget.#

#

3. Emergency Fund:
Your Emergency fund is a specific and critical savings account that is specifically designated
for emergencies. This account should stand alone and should not be co-mingled with other
funds. #

#

4. Purposeful Savings Accounts:
This bucket of accounts is for all of the things you value and want to save for. This might
include travel, education, a wedding, a down payment for your first home or whatever. #

#

5. Credit/Debt accounts:
These accounts include credit cards and other loans that are currently part of your financial
portfolio. Your focus is to use this category responsibly and to pay off your debt responsibly. #

#

6. Retirement Investments:
This bucket includes your 401ks, IRAs, TSPs, 403bs, and other Employer Sponsored and
Individual retirement accounts.#

#

7. General Investments:
Do you have investments in real estate or other things that fall outside of retirement? That
goes in this category. #

#
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#

Step 5: Setting up Financial Accounts

#
Now that you know exactly what accounts are used in our financial automation process, you can
map this against what you already have. For example, if you already have two bank accounts,
repurpose them Use one as your main spending account and the other as your personal
spending account. #

#

However, there may be instances where you need to open additional accounts. Some accounts
will need to be opened right aways, while other accounts may not be needed immediately. #

#

For example, if you only have one savings account you will need to open up other accounts
immediately in order to map onto your savings goals. Every goal should have it’s own account. #

#

On the other hand, if you do not have an investment account but you are not ready to start
investing immediately, that is an account that you can open when the time is right. #

#

Finally, if you have 7 checking accounts with small balances in each one, you might want to
consider account consolidation to make it easier to manage and track your finances, unless
each account has a specific purpose. #

#
#
#
#
#

Where to Open New Accounts

For the most part, you will need to open up savings accounts and investment accounts to
support your financial goals. Here are some of my recommendations for places to look. #

#
Savings: #
#

Capital One 360: This is my favorite option. This online banking option has a free checking and
saving account. The savings account allows you to have multiple accounts under one umbrella.
You will use this to set up an automatic savings plan for every savings goal you have. #

#
Ally Bank: Ally has similar functionality and is a great alternative. #
#

Smarty Pig: Smarty pig is easy to use, but does not have the clean interface like the other two.
However, if you are savings toward something that is consumer driven (like a vacation or a
shopping spree) smarty pig allows you to redeem your dollars with extra bonus points towards
your purchases. #

#
Investments:#
#
Troweprice: Very easy to get started. You can take a short quiz and get recommendations. #
#
Fidelity: Several investment options and simple user interface to help you make decisions. #
#
Vanguard: Best options for low cost investments. #
#
Take an hour to open the accounts you need.
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Step 6: Step by Step Guide to Financial Automation

Now that you have clearly mapped your financial accounts onto your financial plan, it is time to
make sure that your system is prepared to achieve a high level of automation. Sometimes, there
are instances where an individual cannot achieve full automation. If you are on a shred phone
plan, you may not be able to pay your portion of the bill using the company’s autopay system.
Whatever the reason, there are sometime instances where we can only reach a partial level of
automation. Our goal is to go through every single bill and debt payment to create an automated
money flow. #

#
What you will need:#
#
Come prepared with information from the previous days. Especially day 2. #
#
#
Here is where we are:#
#
Day 1: Preparation checklist#
#
Day 2: Financial Inventory and Net Worth#
#
Day 3: Spending Plan and Uncommitted Income#
#
Day 4: Four Financial Action Areas#
#
Day 5: Understanding and Setting up Purpose Accounts#
#
Day 6: A Step-by-Step guide to Financial Automaton#
#
Day 7: Completion Checklist#
#
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Step 6: Step by Step Guide to Achieving Financial Automation

#
Step 1: Contribute to your 401K!
#

If your company offers a 401K, make sure that you are contributing up to the company match.
This money will come directly out of your paycheck and will reduce your take home income. You
can talk with an HR expert at your job to get this set up to make sure that you are taking
advantage of getting the company match (aka free money) from your employer. #

#
Step 2: Set up direct deposit!
#

Set up your direct deposit to fund 2 different accounts: Your main checking account and your
general expenses/personal account. The money that hits your main checking account is ready
to be allocated according to your ATM (automatic transfer of money) and the money that is in
your PSA (personal spending account) is read to be used for the next two weeks. #

#
Here is an example of how you should manage the timing of when money hits your accounts: #
#
If you get paid on the 1st and the 15th, you want to make sure that you have a 2 day grace
period built in so that you never need money that has not hit your account yet. #

#
For example: #
#

Money that hits on the 1st is used to pay bills that are due from the 4th to the 17th#
Money that hits on the 15th is used for bills that are due from the 18th to the 3rd. #

#

You may also fund general expenses/personal spending account from the main checking. That
is fine too. I do prefer the method of direct deposit to prevent the commingling of funds as much
as possible.#

#

Step 3: Cover General Expenses (if not done via direct deposit, set it up from main
checking)!

#

Your general expenses should be covered in step 2 with a direct deposit. If you elect not to use
direct deposit, you can set up an automatic transfer from your main checking account into your
PSA (personal spending account). Limiting your personal spending to this account will help to
prevent financial leaks in your budget because you know exactly how much money you have to
spend. When the money is gone, it is gone. You should not manually transfer money due to
overspending and you should not have any other swipe account. #

#

If you are a rockstar at budgeting, you can use your credit card for this purpose and then pay
your balance in full. This is good because you can earn points, rewards, and miles. But, this
option does not automatically limit your spending which could easily cause you to go over
budget which would defeat the purpose of the exercise. The only time you should use the credit
card option is if you know you can still maintain your budget.#

#
#
#
#
#
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Step 4: Pay bills directly from your checking!

#

Set up all of your bills on auto pay so that you never have to worry about them. If you have a bill
that does not have an auto pay feature, use bill pay through your bank to automate that
payment. #

#
Step 5: Set up credit cards, debts, and loans to be paid from main checking!
#

If you have credit card debt that you are paying off monthly or if you are putting monthly
expenses on your credit, you should know exactly how much you need to pay off each month.
Set up your card to make a specific payment each month and keep an eye on your account to
make sure that your balance is not growing, but shrinking. #

#

After you have completed step 5, we have taken care of several things: #
- Your pretax investments have been made. #
- Your income is directly deposited where it should go. #
- Your spending money and general expenses are taken care of.#
- Your bills are paid#
- And your debts have been covered. #

#

Once all of that has been accomplishments you have reached a critical juncture where we have
completed all the tasks required from your committed income. Now, we get to focus on how to
achieve your goals, values, and priorities with your uncommitted income. #

#
Step 6: Pay Down High Interest Rate Debt!
#

Although you are already covering the minimum payments on your credit cards and other debts,
you might want to accelerate the rate at which you pay down the high interest rate date since it
is costing you money and potentially interfering with goals. If you choose, you can set aside an
additional debt payment to add to what you are currently doing. I recommend putting this
monthly power payment towards the debt with the smallest balance to knock it out (if under
$500). But, if you have debt with really high interest rates that may also deserve your attention
as well. Take a look at the snowball and avalanche methods outlined above. #

#
Step 7: Save purposefully !
#

Every savings goal that you have should have it’s own account so that you can clearly see how
your money is working for you. This will ensure that you do not randomly dip into funds but
instead that your money is used in a way that is fulfilling and exciting to you. #

#

If your current bank allows you to set up several savings accounts under one umbrella then use
that. Otherwise, I recommend that you use Capital one 360 or Smarty Pig. My preference is
Capital One 360 but Smarty Pig has some cool consumer features. #

#

No matter how you set up your savings account there a few characteristics that your accounts
must have: #

#

1. You must have a 3-12 month goal for each savings account (unless there is an exception)#
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Step 6: Step by Step Guide to Achieving Financial Automation
2. You should know the total amount that you desire and the monthly amount that you need to
save. #
3. You should set up a savings goal within the system to help you track progress. #
4. Payments into the account must happen automatically monthly or twice per month. #

#
Note: When you want to use money from a savings goal, transfer it into your spending account.#
#
Step 8: Invest Wisely !
#
This is beyond the scope of this program but you definitely want to consider setting up
automated monthly investments into an IRA in addition to your 401K#

#
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The below chart identifies exactly where money movement is happening. #

#
Categories include bills, debts, savings, and investments. #
#

Every single general expense should be channelled into the personal spending category and
therefore is not included here.
Category

Item

Ex. Bill

Phone

Ex. Save
Ex. Invest

Amount

Due Date

Paid From

Paid to

Auto (Y/N)

$70.00 1st

Main Spending Acct

Sprint

Y

Travel

$100.00 15th

Main Spending Acct

Capital One

Y

IRA

$100.00 15th

Main Spending Acct

Fidelity

Y
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Automated Transfer of Money (ATM)!
#

#
#

Take Home!
Paycheck

PSA!
Personal Spending
C#
O#
M#
M#
I#
T#
T#
E#
D

-

Groceries#
Entertainment#
Personal Care#
Gas#
Clothes#
Accessories#

Manage Cash Flow

MCA!
Main Checking
Bills#
- Rent#
- Utilities#
- Phone#
- Car Insurance#
- Health Insurance#
Debts#
- Credit Cards#
- Car note#
- Student loans#

Line of Demarcation: Below this line= Income Productivity

U#
N#
C#
O#
M#
M#
I#
T#
T#
E#
D

Additional!
Debt Payment
Increase New Worth
Savings

Investments
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Step 7: Creating a Comprehensive Strategy
Appendix A#

#

For a much more detailed account, read on…#
1. Build Your Emergency Fund!
Building up your emergency fund is a top priority. As soon as you have the available
uncommitted income, transfer all of it here until you hit a fast action goal of $1,000.00 in your
emergency fund account. If your emergency fund account is not funded to $1,000.00, you may
only divert uncommitted income to other areas in extenuating circumstances. #
Fast Action Goals ! !
!
!
Slow and Steady Goals!

#
#
#
#

$500
$500

#
# $1000
# $5,000
Example: !
#

30-60 Days

60-90 Days

$3000
$5000

1-2 years

2-3 years

After Jessica joined our private coaching program, we designated one of her savings accounts as an
emergency fund. This account only had $300.00, which does not meet our $1,000.00 fast action
benchmark. Since Jessica’s monthly uncommitted income totaled $350 per month, she put all of that
money into her emergency fund for 2 months, putting her account at exactly $1000.00. After she hit her
fast action goal, she reduced her contribution to her emergency fund to $100 and transferred the other
$250.00 to another goal of her choosing. !

#
2.
#

Demolish High Interest Rate Debt!

Now that we have the emergency fund under control, let’s take a look at how you should handle
your debt, with an emphasis on high interest rate debt. #

#

Fast Action Goal:!
Once you have $1000 in the bank, you want to pay off your credit card debt and other high
interest date first. So, as you juggle priorities, continue to allocate a portion to your emergency
fund, but also channel some into your high interest date to get rid of it more quickly. Read below
for more details…!

#

The reason we are focusing on your high interest rate debt is because it is costing you money
and there is nothing we can do about it except pay it off as soon as possible. It does not make
sense to make other action steps to improve your financial situation until you take care of this
leak in your financial plan. Doing so will get you an immediate return on your money that will
often beat the stock market. So yes, this is an important next step.#

#

As we consider the best way to pay down your debt, we want to do so in a way that supports
sound financial strategy instead of high emotions. In my experience, young professionals are
often weighed down and burdened by their debt, which makes them want to pay it off as quickly
as possible and by any means necessary. Chill out. Everything is going to be okay. We are
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going to focus our fast action on high interest debt, and manage everything else in a slow and
steady manner. #

#

On day two you should have outlined all of your debts and the goal now is to figure out a
strategy to pay them off. To come up with a plan you will need to look at two things, including the
total outstanding balance and the annual interest payment (annual interest rate x outstanding
balance). Personally, I recommend tackling really small debts under $500 first, and then tackling
the debt with the highest annual interest payment.#

#
Snow Ball Method: Tackle smallest debt first!
#

- Pay minimum balance on all debt#
- Put extra debt money toward the debt with the smallest balance#
- Once smallest debt is paid rededicate ALL funds to the next smallest debt.#

#
Avalanche Method: Tackle highest interest rate first!
#Pay minimum balance on all debt#

- Put extra debt money toward the debt with the highest annual interest payment.*#
- Once the debt with the highest rate is paid rededicate ALL funds to the next smallest debt.#

#
Take a look at one of our clients debt portfolio: #
#

In this case, Monica allocated $700 to her debt. $510 covered the minimum payment and she
added $190 to improve her productivity in this area. Let’s see if we can develop her plan
together.#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Debt

Balance

Min. Payment

Interest Rate

Annual Interest

Credit Card 1

$307

$63

17% 307 x .17=52.19

Credit Card 2

$471

$87

21% 471 x .21= 98.91

Student Loan

$15,161

$210

3.5% 15161 x .035= 530

$5,089

$150

9% 5089 x .09= 458

Car Note

Based on the instructions on the previous page, the first thing we should do is see if there are
any debts under $500. Both of Monica’s credit cards are under $500 so according to the
strategy, we will tackle those first. Let’s get started:#

#

Step 1: Pay the minimum payment of $510 toward all debt. #
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Step 2: Use the additional $190 allocated to debt to pay down the smallest debt, which is credit
card 1. In addition to paying down the $63 minimum payment, we would pay an additional $190
for a total of $253 until the $307 is paid off. #
Step 3: Once Credit Card 1 is paid off, allocate the $63 from credit card 1, the additional
allocation of $190, plus the regular payment of $87 to credit card 2 for a total payment of $63+
$190 + $87= 340.#

#

Once that is paid off, that will cover all of the debts under $500. Therefore, we will switch to the
avalanche method where we will channel the money from the previous step into the debt with
the highest interest payment.#

#

Step 1: Now, we take both previous minimum payments ($63 + $87), add the additional debt
allocation ($190), and then add the regular minimum payment ($150) to the debt with the
highest interest payment. In this case, that is the student loan. Now that both credit cards are
paid and you’ve added some extra money toward elimination debt, your new payment for
getting rid of high interest rate debt is: $490.#

#
#
3.
#

Save for Future Goals!

Fast Action Goal:!
Once you are juggling your emergency fund and high interest rate debt, allocate some of your resources
to saving for the future if you have any UI left over. If not, you can revisit this after you’ve made headway
with your EF and your HIRD. !

#

Saving for the future is one of the most underrated wealth building activities. Saving for
predictable future events such as college, travel, a new car, a new home, your dream wedding,
etc. prevents you from having to dip into your emergency fund, withdraw from your investments,
or run up your credit. This significantly improves your long term wealth building potential. #

#

The Start Young Financial philosophy is built around the idea that your money should have a
purpose and should be working for you. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you have a
separate savings account for each savings goal that you have. #

#

We subscribe to this philosophy because when you save money in a general account, you are
likely to spend it whenever something comes up. However, when your money has purpose, you
are more in control of your financial future and less likely to spend your hard earned savings
frivolously. #

#

Your savings categories should be based on your values, goals, and priorities. Think about what
matters to you and then make sure you save for it. #

#

Circle one value for each number.
#
1. Housing / Retirement #
2. Education / Travel#

Housing: _____!

Car: _____!

Education: _____!

Social: _____!
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

#
#
#

Retirement / Giving#
Social / Car#
Education / Housing#
Travel/ Social#
Giving/ Housing#
Car/ Giving#
Retirement/ Car#
Housing / Travel#
Travel/ Giving#
Education / Giving#
Retirement / Education#
Travel / Car#
Education / Car#
Housing/ Social

#

Travel: _____!

Giving: _____!

Retirement: _____!
Top 3 Values

1. ___________________#
2. ___________________#
3. ___________________#

#

Note: Pick any 3 values that matter to you. The
exercise is meant to be a helpful guide to
determine where you might want to allocate your
resources. You do not have to pick values from
this list.
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4. Invest for Long Term Growth!

#

Investing is a vital part of our Financial Action curriculum because it is the step that allows your
money to work for you. If you have never done any investing before, and even if you have, this
can be an intimidating process. However, if you have the confidence to go shopping at the food
market, you can develop the confidence needed to shop the stock market. #

#

First, understand that the stock market is simply a market place where buyers and sellers come
together to exchange goods. However, on this market we are not exchanging red apples for
cash, we are exchanging Apple, the company, for cash. This is a simplified explanation of
course but at the heart of the matter, the stock market is just a place (usually digital) that you go
to purchase partial ownership of a company.#

#

Start by investing in your company 401K up to the match. Talk with someone in HR to help you
better understand your options. Your first goal is to contribute to your 401K up to the company
match to get free money, then consider an IRA, and then we can start thinking about more
passive options. #

#

Based on your spending plan and your uncommitted income goals, here is an example of how
your automated money flow could work. This should help you Identify what accounts you will
need to make your system work. #

#
Once the payment hits my account, an automatic money flow is initiated: #
#

1. Money is transferred from my employer to my main checking account (MCA).!
2. Once the money hits my checking account it flows out based on my spending plan:#
• Money is moved from my MCA to my personal spending account to cover general
expenses#
• Bills are paid directly from the MCA #
• Debts are paid directly from the MCA!
• No swipe spending happens in the MCA !
3. Next, money is moved to cover Uncommitted Income Goals#
1. Money is moved to specific savings accounts (including the Emergency fund) based
on goals#
2. Money is moved to investment accounts based on goals #
3. More money is allocated toward debt payments based on goals. Debts are paid from
MCA. #
4. There are some bills that I pay manually, like rent, and I have a reminder on my phone to
help me make payments on schedule. #
5. I still follow a monthly review schedule to look over my mint account and make sure I do not
see any erroneous charges. #
6. Swipe spending ONLY happens from the Personal Spending Account#

#

Pro Tip: You can also use you credit card to fund a category in order to get reward points, and
then pay off the credit card in full every month. This is for the pros only, as it can lead to
additional debt if done incorrectly. #

#
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